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Trivial Pursuit Quiz 7

1. GEOGRAPHY - What now-dissolved nation included Bosnia, Croatia and Serbia?

2. ENTERTAINMENT - Which bird, according to The Beatles, was 'Singing in the dead of night’?

3. HISTORY - In which year of the 21st Century were cars with the registration number identifier 59
first sold in the UK?

4. ART & LITERATURE - In Shakespeare’s Merchant of Venice, what was the name of the merchant?

5. SCIENCE AND NATURE - Name the green pigment found in the chloroplasts of plants?

6. SPORTS & LEISURE - Which British light-heavyweight boxer retired in 2009 after winning 46
consecutive fights?

7. GEOGRAPHY - What is the Japanese art of growing miniature trees and shrubs?

8. ENTERTAINMENT - What is the name of the car the Ghostbusters used to hunt down ghouls?

9. HISTORY - Whose last words were said to be forever lost because his nurse could not understand
German?

10. ART & LITERATURE - Bill Gate's bought whose notebook for more than $30 million in 1994?

11. SCIENCE AND NATURE - For which social networking site is Tom the first friend obtained by all
users?

12. SPORTS & LEISURE - In bookmarkers terminology, what odds are denoted by the phrase 'double
carpet'?

Sphinx Phoenix 
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Yugoslavia
2. Blackbird
3. 2009
4. Antonio
5. Chlorophyll
6. Joe Calzaghe

7. Bonsai
8. Ecto 1 - or the Ectomobile
9. Albert Einstein
10. Leonardo da Vinci
11. MySpace
12. 33/1

Sphinx Phoenix 
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